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ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS INVOLVING A TOKAMAK REACTOR

FIRST WALL AND BLANKET

L. R. Turner, K. Evans, Jr., E. Gelbard and R, Prater
Argonno National Laboiatory
Argonno, Illinois 60439

Four electromagnetic effects experienced by
the first well and blanket of a toknoak renc'.or
•re considered. First, Che first wall provides
reduction of the growth rate of vertical axisyrj-
nctrlc Instability and stabilization oi low mode
number Interval kink modca. Second, If c rapid
plasm* disruption occurs, a current will be In-
duced on the first wall, tending to maintain Che
field formerly produced by the plasraa. Third,
correction of plasna movement can begin on a
ttse scale much faster than the l/R tine of the
first wall and blanket. Fourth, field changes,
especially those from plasna disruption or from
rapid discharge of a toroidal field coil, can
cause substantial eddy current forces on eleaents
of the first wall and blanket. Thcae effects arc
considered specifically for the first wall and
blanket of the STARFIRE commercial reactor design
study.

Introduction

The first wall and blanket of a tokamak
reactor are closely coupled magnetically with the
plasma current and with the toroidal and pjloldal
magnet systems. Consequently they experience
several electromagnetic effects. Four of these
effects will be described here:

1. Plasma stabilization and reduction of
plasma motion.

2. Protection of the reactor systems against
the electromagnetic consequences of t
plasma disruption.

3, Delay of the penetration of ohmlc-heatlng
< flux and control field from colln outside

Che blanket into the plasma region.

4, Eddy current forces and torques on first
vail end blanket components.

In general, the first two effects aid the operation
of the reactor while the last two hinder It. How-
ever, It la difficult to take advantage of the
former without having to deal with the latter.

First Wall ami Blanket

The following discussion** will make use of
the concept!! and parameters of the STARF1RK
commercial reactor design etudyl>2 in order to
be upcclflc.

Each STAKFIRH blanket module3 conulnto of a
1-cr. thick firm vail, a 7-cm thick neutron raj It i-
pller, • 40-ctn thick breeding zone, and a 20-cn
thick reflector thnt contnlmi the blanket oupport
structure and the manifolding. The modules arc
2 to 3 m wide and approximately 3 m high depending
on the location wlthli the reactor. The module
walla and all support structures in the high-
radiation zone arc fabricated from an advanced
lou-Gwelling austcnltlc stainless steel. All '
Internal structure is Integrally cooled to remove
the nuclear heating and maintain the structure
bclcv iOO'C. Figure 1 is a schetMClc drawing of :

a blanket csdule. Eight blanket modules arranged
pololdally comprise a blanket sector, and twenty-
four sectors arranged toroldolly make up the
complete blanket, .
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of a STARFIRE blanket
module.
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The austenltic stainless steel first wall la

a panel coil-type construction and la an Integral
part of the blanket module. Panel coil-type con-
struction provides Integral cooling of the blanket
vail and avoids the necessity for a large number
of tube velds in the high radiation zone. A 1-mm
thick beryllium coating or clad on the first wall
serves to protect the pi at, mi from the hlgh-Z
vail material.

The 2r5Pb3 neutron multiplier provides the
design simplicity of a solid state mfiten.il. A
multiplier zone thickness of 7 cm is required for
sufficient multiplication. The back side of the
first wall and a water-cooled panel between the
Bultlplicr and breeder zones provides cooling for
the 7-cm slab.

Within each module the first wall and neu-
tron multiplier provide an electrical conductance
equivalent to a 2 cm thick sheet of stainless
steel. Electrical Jumpers between nodules com-
plete conducting paths toroidully and nololdally.

L/R Time of the First Wall mid Blanket

The electromagnetic effects arc largely
determined by x, the L/R tine of Che rirut wall
and blanket. Different I./R times mlf.ht bo ex-
pected for toroidal currents, which would result
from a plasma disruption, and for poloidal
currents, which would result from a fast toroidal
field (IF) coil discharge. In cither cafe, the
current is assumed to be confined to the multi-
plier region, a 7 cm thick layer of ZrsPbj.

For toroidal currents, the inductance is
found from the expression for a hollow torus

L - (ln(BR/a) - 2) - 9.0 ull CD

In which R - 7 m and a - 2.72 m, which gives an
equivalent area. The resistance for an unbroken
firet vail Is given by

R - 2»Rp/p4
(2)

vhere p is the resistivity of the multiplier ma-
terial; i its thickness and p - 18.6 a Is the
perimeter of the cross section. For ZrjPbs, p/6 •
15.7/ u(l which yields R - 37.3 nil. Consequently,
the L/R time is T - 240 ms. Finite resistance of
the Jumpers will lower that value. Earlier
calculations including the resistance of the
stainless steel blanket members to the Jumper
In Che back yielded t - 40 us. In the following,
t " W ta and r - 300 ma will both be considered.

For a poloidal current, the current is again
assumed confined to the multiplier region. The
Inductance is found by considering the currents
and flux which would follow an Instantaneous TF
coll discharge. The toroidal field B T r is 5.8 T
st the major radius of 7 a, and thus can be
vrltten as a function of radius r:

The flux • Is the Integral of BJF over a cross
section bounded by the first wall

4 - J B T F dA - 137.59 Vb

The current I is given by I - ̂ J6dt vhere the
integral is taken over the perimeter, and the
current density J is given by J6 - Bjjr/uo. Inte-
gration yields I - 85.6 MA. Thus L - $/l - 1.607
plk The resistance R is approximately 40.6 pi),
and the L/R time, t " 40 ma.

Plasma Stabilization and Reduction
of Plasma Motion

Insofar as the first wall aervea as a con-
ducting shell, It provides reduction of the growth
rate of the vertical axisymmetrlc Instability and
stabilisation of the low mode number internal kink
modes. The elongated STARFIRE equilibrium is un-
stable due to a negative Index of curvature of the
vertical field, and the uncovrected growth time
for this instability is the poloidal ALtven time,
which la of order 10 us. Conducting segments of
1 clone-fitting shell slow this tine to the milli-
second range, but maximum slowing occurs when
the segments are Interconnected in the toroidal
direction.

The equation of motion of tho plasma column
for « vertical displacement may be given by

Mt - 2»R I B , W
o p r

where B Is the radial component of the magnetic
field due to the equilibrium coils;

B y r « - n s B ^ / ^

is the radial field due to image currents flowing
in an inductive first vail of minor radius r ,

where T U - 1/2 oiioduru Is the L/R time constant
of the wall and du is the thickness of the wall,
assumed small In comparison to the plasma minor
radius. For the persisting mode, Eq. (4) reduces
to

u
(5)

where

1 " ~ 7 I R~
BV0

B, la the radial component of a magnetic field
disturbance, and b_ is the dimension of the
plasma in the z-directlon.

The solution to Eq. (5) is

JL . i
» 5.8 T x 7 n/r - 40.6/r (3)

(6)



for * step-function disturbance,
of the notion Is

vhlch, for STARFIRE parameters (n = -0.5, An « 5)
Is about four times the first wall time constant
of 300 me. Because the vertical displacement
Is unstable even If the Initial disturbance Is
email, feedback control of every disturbance
must be made on a time scale of about T or
shorter, In order to Limit the displacement to
a small fraction of the plasma minor radius.

Plasma analysis shows that low mode number
kinks (n - 0,1,2,3) can be slab 111 zed when the
ratio of the shell minor radius to the plasma
minor rndlus Is less titan about 1.1. In general,
the Image currents that flow in response to tlie
plasma motions require a to fold (illy continuous
conducting tihcll. When the toroidal continuity
Is made by Intersegment jumpem, the stray in-
ductance of the jumpers must be minimized In
order to permit the linage currents to follow tho
plasma motions.

The kink made analysis 16 performed using
the code ERATO.'*>5 The Langrangian

The growth rats Figure 2 showo the calculated growth rate
for the n » 0,1,2,3 modes as a function of the
Inverse square of N,,, (i.e., the Inverse of the

(7) number of grid polntb). The safety factor on axis
qa, In 1.27, which Is above the minimum value re-
quired for interchange stability.

oW + «Wy - Jp|?|2d3r

Including plasma displacements £ must be obtained
to evaluate the MiD stability, where u is the in-
stability frequency, p Is the plasma density, 6W,
Is the plasma potential energy, and SV>'V Is the
vacuum potential energy. !.n the :'.KAT0 code, the
displacement Is expanded In toroidal elgenmodes
% *• Coe~ , where n is the clgcn*?u>de number and
i ie the toroidal angle.

The calculation of the eigenvalue (kink mode
growth rate) depends on the nutr.bor of grid points
used by the computer in calculating flux surface
quantities and derivativea. The larger the num-
ber of t;rld points, the more accurate the result,
bat the aore computer time required, Thfc approach
adopted here is to evaluate the e'genvaluc for
several values of tfy, the number of flux surfaces
derived from the equlibrium calculations, and
rote the trend of the eigenvalue as N̂ , Is Increased
«nd greater accuracy Is achieved. Approximately,
good convergence of the eigenvalue requires
NJ, > 4nq|,. For this reason, mode numbers higher
tnan 3 or ft are expensive to analyze due to the
excessive number of grid points which muse be
used.

For the STARFIRE equilibrium, the growth rates
of the o - 0,1,2 and 3 modes were examined. In
this study. Internal kink modes are considered
under the assumption ot a fixed plasma boundary
•hapc. Stabilization of these modes may be
achieved by use of a conducting wall surrounding
the plasma. While some modes may be stable with-
out the conducting wall In a circular equilibrium,
low node number kinks are unstable vhen the plasma
cross-section Is elongated.

Fig. 2. Calculated growth rate for the n -
0,1,2,3 modes as a function of the
Inverse square of N .

The growth rate for each mode is plotted for
Beveral rw, which Is defined as the ratio of the
distances from the plasma center to the conducting
wall and to the plasma boundary. For the n • 0
mode, the square of the growth rate, Y2, Is about

0.1 uj when ru Is Infinite, where u^ t n e

Alfven frequency VA/R, and VA is the polo Ida!

Alfven speed and H os the major radius.

The stabilizing effect of the conducting
wall can be clearly seen, since for the n » 0
mode, Y2/<*j[ drops to 0.02 for r w - 3.0 and to 0 for
for rw » 2.5. As the ir.ode number n increases,
the instability becoraes of smaller scale, so
that the Induced electrical currents in the wall
must be closer to the plasma in order to effect
stabilization. Far the n - 1 mode, rw must be
less than about 1.15 for stabilization. For
larger n, eigenvalue convergence becomes poorer,
but the trend Is toward stabilization for ru •*•
1.1.

The pattern of local plasma displacements
due to the unstablllzed kink mode is that of
small-scale vortexes In the direction across
the flux surfaces. These displacements can
cause rnpid radial plasma transport. When
the wall Is moved close enough to the plasma



to cause stabilization of the kink mode, the dis-
placement vectors become very small, and the
displacements which remain Lead to lie along the
flux surface. Those residual plasma motions cause
little cross-field transport.

The most troublesome MHD instabilities may be
the kink oodes with toroidal mode numbers in the
range of 4 to 10. These modes, and all higher
nodes, lie outside the range amenable to numerical
analysis due to their small size relative to the
numerical grid spacing. Kinks with large mode
numbers may cause only moderately enhanced energy
trAn&port due to their fine scale, Bincc the
rudial extent of the vortex is approximately pro-
portional to n"*-, while the minor azimuthal angle
of the vortex extent la proportional to n~*. Tlie
Intermediate modes may have sufficient extent to
cause rapid transport, while not being amenable
to wall stabilization owing to their small ucale
and distance from the wall. "-.Is difficulty with
the kink modes in a characteristic of hollow
current profiles In the STARFlRf. case. If kink
node losses were to:, severe, ihc hollowncss of
the current density profile may need to be re-
laxed .

The conducting shell which surrounds the
plasma and stabilizes the low mode number kinks
oust hove toroidal continuity to vio effective.
In the STARF1RE design, these requirements arc
satisfied by conducting electrical Jumpers between
the toroidal specters cf the blanket.

Protection for Plasoa Disruption

If * rapid plasma disruption occurs, a current
will be Induced on the first wall, tending to
maintain the field formerly produced by the
plasoa. The field will then decay with the L/R
tine t of the first wall end blanket rather than
with shorter time constant T of the plasma dis-
ruption.

The total plasma current Is taken to be Ip "
10 MA. Calculations from plasma flux plots show
that If the entlte plasma current were Instan-
taneously transferred to the first wall, the
current per unit length around the perimeter would
vary between 0.50 MA/m and 0.63 NA/ra. Tills de-
viation froo a uniform distribution should not be
significant.

For the L/R tine t and an exponential plasma

and is given by

discharge with time constant tn, the first wall
current Is given by

1 -

The maximum current occurs at time

-Toin(To/T)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Values of 1 ^ ^ and
various values of T.

are given in Table 1 for
for T - 40 ms and 300 ma.

Table 1. Peak First Wall Current for Different
Plasma Discharge Times

T(«.)

40

300

io(ma)

0
10
20
50
100

0
100
200
400

w>
0
18.5

27.7
44.6
61.1

0
165
243
345

10.0
6.30

S.OO
3.28
2.17

10.0
5.77

4.44
3.16

The field external to the first wall will
decay rcore slowly than it would without the con-
ducting flrBt wall; In general:

B(r,t) » B(r,0) [e" t / T

(11)

Field Perturbation and Field Penetration Delay

In general, the Inward penetration of an
externally applied magnetic field occurs with the
same L/R time which limits the outward penetration
of flux resulting from plasma movement. However,
position correction can begin in the much shorter
time characterizing the distribution of current
through the blanket thickness. This faster correc-
tion requires sensors within the blanket to detect
the movement and requires correction colls out-
side the blanket which can respond with that
shorter time.

Early tokamaks had conducting copper shells
to keep the plasma in equilibrium. In moat present
day toknmaks the plasma la kept In equilibrium and
centered In Che chamber by an external coll sys-
tem which Is feedback-controlled. In these

L
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experiments the thickness of the vacuum wall is
kept small or else the wall has Insulating breaks
so that the variations in the external coil sys-
tems are transmitted to the plasma almost
Instantaneously.

A tokamak reactor, however, will have a
thicker first wall, in which the radiation and
heat make provision for dielectric breaks diffi-
cult. Foloidal field <PF) colla will be further
away. The blanket and shield and poasibly the
TF coi^d lie between the plasma and the PF colls.
It is necessary to determine the effects of theBe
structures on the penetration of the external
field.

There arc two limiting caBea to be con-
sidered. The first is a perfectly conducting
wall, for which an external coil system would
be superfluous. In the case of a plasma pertur-
bation, the field lines in the chamber cannot move
through the wall and their increased pressure na
they arc forced against the wall can provide a
restoring force to the perturbation. Copper
shell tokacaks depend on the fact that at l«ot
sore modes arc stabilized by such a wall. In the
other case, tepresentatlve o£ mose present tokamak
devices, the external field can control the plasma
without hindrance. The reactor cas« with rela-
tively thick, finitely conducting material falls
between these two extremes: the external fle.'.d
has difficulty penetrating, but the fact that
the internal field has trouble leaving may hela
make up for the slow penetration of the external
field.

The model used is a cylindrical shell around
a cylindrical plasma column (see Fig. 3 ) . It is
assumed there is no 6 nor Z deperdence. The shell
of outer radius, a, inner ladlus, b, thickness,
o • a-b, permeability, u, and conductivity, o,
Is fixed. The plasma radius, c, may vary. For
the eymaetry considered t!>e radial component,
B_, of the magnetic field *s zero, and the other
components are determined by the equations:

l a '- ' ' - - (i2)

3 1 3

T? ~ a?
, 3B

(13)

Two caoee, which indicate the Important mechanlsmB
Involved, are considered:

1. Diffusion of a longitudinal magnetic
field through a shell surrounding a
fixed radius, perfectly conducting
plasma*

2. Diffusion of an azlmuthal field needed to

control a perturbed plasma whose radlua

varies.

Two time scales enter in both cases. The
fitst T • vat1, is the time scale for diffusion
through n material of thickness, o. The second
ie the L/R time, T = yaaa, of the shell. Since
for ^ thin shell these time scales differ by a
factor 'a, it is Important to determine which

una are associated with which time scale.

Diffusion of a Longitudinal Field

In this case the apatial and temporal de-

pendence of '3Z and EQ arc calculated subject to

the boundary condition:

B.(r - a.t) - B^ (14

and the Initial condition:

Bs(r,t - 0) - 0 . (IS)

The plasma is assumed to be.of fixed radius, c,

and perfectly conducting.

It la firet useful fo calculate the form of
the field In the vacuum region between the plasma
ajjd the shell. From the relationship, V x B -
uj - 0, we get:

B z - B(t)

and from V x 1 - -3B/3t , we get:

e 2 it

(16)

(17)

The constant, C, is determined by the boundary

condition E0(r » 0) » 0, at the conducting

boundary of the plasma:

C-4|| . (IB)
Since E and B z are continuous, the boundary con-
dition at r " b becomes:

Hi
3r

(19)

Fig. 3. Geometry of the plasma and shell model.

The boundary conditions (14) and (19) are suffi-
cient to solve Eq. (12). The solution is Bhown
In Fig. 4. It can be seen that the field diffuse*
into the shell without appreciably changing its
value at t • b on the time scale T * uoa2.
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are compreBaed, but initially the field in the
shell has not had time to change. The situation
is Bhown schematically in Fig. 5,

At this time one can consider two options.
The first is to leave the external field Bo un-
changed. This simulates passive control of the
perturbation by the wall alone. The second is to
notice that a perturbation hats occurred and to
change the external field to the field, Bj,
necessary to bring the plasma back to its origi-
nal radius. This simulates control of the plasma
by an external field in the presence of the
finitely conducting wall.

The radiua ci is given by the expression:

k log* f- - k, log' f- . (22)

If the external field is uncorrected, the plasma
will eventually expand to a radius:

c2 (23)

Fig. t). The spatial and temporal dependence of
B (r,O for the case A/a » 0,1 nnd c - 0.

The field needed to move the pluema back to radius
c Is plven by

The change In Bz(r - b), which involves a
change In the pololdal current, can only occur on
the longer L/R tijse scale. For the Infinitely long
shell the L/R time is t - *iuoai5, and It can be
noted that the field Is (1 - 1/e) of its final
value at that time.

Diffusion of E Poloidal Correction Field

In order to determine how the control process
works with a finite conducting shell around the
plasma, it is necessary to have a model for the
plasma motion. It Is assumed that the plasma
Is perfectly conducting with a variable radius
c. The plasma radius ia determined by force
balance:

V
P - W (20)

(24)

and the pressure Is assumed to vary as:

k
(21)

which can be shown to correspond to two dimen-
sional adlabatlc expansion. Initially the plasma
Is assumed to be in equilibrium with a pololdal
field, Be(r - a) - Bo, a radius, c » Co, and a
torce constant, k - kQ,

At t - 0 the force constant Is assumed to
Increase to k • kj as a result of an unspecified
perturbation in the plasma dynamics. Because of
Che Increase in pressure due to this perturbation,
the plasma radius Increases to c • c,, where the
pressure Is again balanced by the magnetic
pressure. The magnetic fli x lines In the vacuum

The problem is nrw to determine the spatial
and temporal depender_e of BR end E In each of
the two cases:

B (r a , t ) - BQ uncorrected

B. (r - a,t)
O

•Following the same procedure BB before, we
late the fields in the vacuum to be:

B- A(t)/r

E -z 3t
, r A dc
loc — — — —8 c c dc

(25)

(26)

t.alcu-

(27)

(28)

The force balance equation gives:

and the boundary condition at r - b becomes:

6 , b B0 dc

(29)

- nob* |log| + ij jf (30)

The boundary conditions (25 or (26) and (30) are
sufficient Co solve Eq. (13).
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Fig. 5. Plasma ana magnetic field behavior after a perturbation which increases the
plasma pressure.

The notion of the plasma boundary for a
typical case Is shown in Fig. 6, It can be seen
that the wall alone is only effective in con-
trolling further expansion for a time much leas
than the L/R time. The vail alone never returns
the plasma to its original position. On the
other hand, the correction field is able to turn
the plasma around on che short time scale, even
through the plasnu does not completely get back
to its original position until after L/R time.
It seems apparent that substantial control on
time scales aa fast ns t = vofl2 Is possible with
an intervening conducting structure between the
plasma and the control coils.

EiRcn"alue Interpretation of Results

AA understanding of the above results ir.-
volving the two time constant TJ ^ voati and T2 *>
poo2 can perhaps be gained by considering a normal
mode analysis of the problem. As in Fig. 3, ve
consider a long conducting hollow cylinder of
inner radius b, outer radius a, wall thickness
& » a-b, and conductivity o. For simplicity,
we eeC the plasma radius c equal to zero. Fields

o.ae

o.ec

0.64

o.e?

o.eo !

1 1

/UNCORHECTEO

7
//-TonNtROUND TIME

\ i CORRECTED

r— _̂ 1

V

/

1 1

RELAXATION

RELAXAt .ON

1

TIME

-

-

TIME

00 0.2 0.4 0 6 OB l.(

Fig. 6. Time dependence of the plasma radius
following a plasma perturbation for the
case co/a « 0.B0, Cj/a - 0.B1, and a/a -
0.1. The bahuvlors vhen the motion is
corrected or uncorrected are shown.

i
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parallel to the axis o£ the cylinder and fields
perpendicular to It give the Borne results, both
ere discussed here.

For the field parallel to the axis, each
normal mode obeys

3B,
2 ^ ^

'at T z

for B, "\. e '~C „ Aa there la no Z or 6 de-

(31)

pendence,

(32)

Equation (32) has the asymptotic solution (which
is adequate In the case A << b)

(33)

wlth k and $ to be determined by the boundary con-
di t ions :

B, • 0 i t t • I (34)

<35>

Equation (34) implies 4 - ka and E.q. (35) implies

tan[knb(o/b)] - 2 k n b / I (k n b) 2 - l ] . (36)

For small values of A/b, the f i r s t value of

(3?)

Tj - ouba/2 .

For n > 2, the right hand si-ie of Eq. (36) ia

small; consequently

(38)

k b(A/b) - k U (n-l)i:
u n

For r < b, Az "v. r , and

A - BQr Bind exp(-Xt). (41)

Within the conductor, b < r < a, Az i s given by the
the asymptotic solution to Beasel's differential
equation

A - C r~ \ ln (kr -*)s lne exp(-Xt) . (42)

Outside the cylinder, for

r < a, Az •* 1/r, and A - D Binfl exp(-Xt)/r

(43)

where C and D are constants to be determined from
the boundary conditions. At r - b, E and B. are
continuous; thus

tan (knb-4.) - knb/2 . (44)

At r - a, E and B are again continuous; thus,

cos (k a-$) » 0 or $ • ka-u/2

t'qun'tlona (44) and (43) combine to give

tnn[knb(&/b)| - 2/knb .

(45)

(46)

and

Note that Eqs. (36) and (46) differ only by
terms of order (kb)~ 2, which are negligible where
the asymptotic solution of Bessel's equation, Eq.
(33), is valid. Thus, for the case of a field
perpendicular to the axis also, the characteris-
tic times are given by Eqs. (38) and (39).

In other words, the two times which enter
the analysis above are the characteristic times
corresponding to the first two normal modes of
the geometry.

Eddy Current Forces and Torques

Eddy current forces due to TF coll discharge
and to plasma disruption are described below.
Forces due to charging the TF coils or equilibrium
field (EF) coils or to a normal or abnormal EF
coil discharge are much smaller than those de-
scribed for the TF coll discharge and plasma dis-
ruption.

(39) Forces from Discharge of TF Coll System

For the field perpendicular to the axis, it
la convenient to work with the vector potential
A.

A - kA^rJsinO exp(-Xt)

B - VXA

B8 * I T " d T Blnf>

(40)

When the TF coils discharge, pololdal eddy
currents are Induced in the blanket with an L/R
time of T " 40 as, as Bhown above. This is much
shorter than the TF coil discharge tine T Q ; the
shortest possible value for T Q 1" Judged to be
more than four seconds, a hundred times as long.
The design value for To In case of a TF coil
quench Is 135 o.

Because the eddy currents are pololdal and
because the toroldul field is much larger than
the poloidal, the major force effect is a magnetic



pressure difference across the first wall, tending
to explode the first vail. The pressure F/A la
given by

F/A - J«B (47)

where J la the current density, 6 Is the wall
thickness, and B Is the magnetic field. Since
t « To, the Induced field can be ignored, and
B can be taken to be the toroidal field.

On the inboard Bide of the first wall,
r - 4i9 m, the toroidal field is largest, B »
8,27 T. For an instantaneous discharge, Jf -
B/vo - 6.58 MA/m, and F/A - 54.4 MN/m

2. For
L/R time t and TF coil decay tine to,

F/A - 8.27 exp(-t/x0) 6.SB [exp(-t/T>

- exp(-t/to)J/(l-To/t)

F/A - 54.4 MN/m2 lexp{-t(l/r + 1 / T Q ) )

- exp(-2t/To)]/(l-To/T)

which takes on Its maximum value at

(4B)

Table 2 gives t^^ and T/\,&x for T " 40 OB and
various values of T 0 . Note that even for dis-
charge as fast as 4 s, the pressures are not
unmanageable.

The eddy current interacts with its own field
and with the decaying field from the plasma to
given an average magnetic pressure F/A

F/A - IBAl/pol - IB/p (50)

where I Is the total induced current, B is the
net toroidal field, and p is the perimeter. All
the current Interacts with the plasma field, B_,
but only half with the self field, B B, since the
self field varies from zero to its peak value
across the current thickness,

F/A - <Bp + j Bs) I/p

Now Bp - B o cxp(-t/To)

but Ba is proportional to the current, given
by Eq. (8)

\ ' Bo ^-V1*"1 [exp(-t/O - exp(-t/to)]

The field at the flrat wall due to the full
plaoma, l)0 1? nearly equal to 1.0 T, and la re-
lated to the variables In Eq. (SO) by

y>
Hence,

F/A " Y U" t / T- (1-2T O/T) .

(51)

- 2,

Table 2. Maximum Force on First Wall Due to TF
Coil Discharge (or T • 40 ms

0
1
4

40
13S

0
0.107
0.158
0.249
0.297

F/A (MN/m2) FA/(pBi)

54.4
1.69
0.50
0.054
0.016

T880
245
72
7,8
2.3

and B!/2u - 0.396 MN/m2 - 57.7 psl.
o o

The maximum pressure, F/A^j,, and the time
at which ir occurs, t^^, must be found by trial
and error from Eq. (51). The taxlma for T - 40 ms
and i • 300 me are shown In Table 3 for various
values of T • Because the expected values of to

da not greatly exceed t, the peak pressure Is not
strongly dependent on T •

Table 3. Maximum Magnetic Pressure on First Wall
for Different L/R Times and Plasma
Discharge Times

Forces froa Plasma Disruption

As described above, n plasma disruption will
Induce a toroidal current in the first wall.
Being strictly toroidal, the current does not
Interact with the toroidal field. (In an earlier
blanket design, the conducting Jumpers between
sectors were located at tve back of the blanket
nodules, and the radial currents on Lhe two sides
of each module produced a large torsional stress
on each blanket sector. With the jumper at the
first-wall side, that stress does not occur.)

(ns) (ms) (ms)
(MN/m2)

40

300

0
1
10
20
50

100

0
100
200
400

0
2
10
16
28
41

0
95
145
220

0.398
0.369
0.280
0.235
0.171
0.124

0.398
0.262
0.216
0.166

57.7
53.4
40.6
34.1
24.8
18.0

57.7
38.0
31.4
24.1
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